A beloved devotional, most often observed during lent, the **Stations of the Cross** are displayed in Catholic churches all over the world. These artistic representations evoke faithful supplication and remind us of the pangs Christ suffered for the redemption of mankind. These individual events from the **Passion of Christ** can be displayed in a number of ways, and are commonly shown as sculptures or paintings. At **Stained Glass Inc.** we offer the **Stations of the Cross** in beautiful, high quality, virtually unbreakable stained glass.

**Stained glass windows** are a traditional Christian art form that dates back as far as the Middle Ages. Ancient cathedrals featured **stained glass artwork** that illustrated Biblical scenes and taught Christian lessons to the predominantly illiterate congregations. **Stations of the Cross stained glass** is the perfect way to display the colorful beauty of **stained glass** in your Catholic, Episcopal or Orthodox church. You get the benefits of **classic church stained glass** while displaying the beauty of these faithful images. **Stained glass** adds stunning color and allows light to flow through your worship space in a way that no other form of art can. Your congregation will be inspired by these images of Christ’s final moments, as they are bathed in the warmth of colorful light.

**The Benefits of Displaying the Stations of the Cross in Stained Glass**

By presenting the **Stations of the Cross** in stained glass from **Stained Glass Inc.**, you will enjoy many benefits, including:

- 100% lead free stained glass
- Stained glass window inserts that add extra insulation and reduce drafts
- Lightweight artwork
- Brilliant color that lasts
- Stained glass that comes at a fraction of the price of other manufacturers
- Easy to install panels
- Practically unbreakable stained glass windows
- An American made product

When using stained glass to represent the **Stations of the Cross** in your church, your congregation is provided with a bright and beautiful way to **remember Christ’s passion.** **Stained glass is an art** form that demands attention and will inspire onlookers all year long, not just during the season of lent. Also, when displaying the Way of the **Cross in stained glass**, there is no need to showcase it in other forms, so you bring color and magnetism to your worship space while providing an essential institution of the Church.
For more information on how you can use stained glass to portray the **Stations of the Cross** in your church, call **Stained Glass Inc.** today. We are here to answer your questions and help you find the perfect stained glass artwork for your basilica, cathedral or sanctuary. We can even computer generate an image to show you exactly what your space will look like with the addition of the **Stations of the Cross in stained glass**. Contact us at (903) 454-8376

**Available in a variety of shapes and sizes.**